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About This Game

Scuttlers is a Multiplayer Asymmetric Platformer where you race your friends to the finish, avoiding different types of traps
and obstacles. Every round, players are assigned either the Runner or the Leader role.

The aim of the game is very simple: Runners must reach the end of the map as fast as possible, while the Leader uses abilities to
stop them from doing so. At the end of each round, points are given based on the players' performance. The player with the

most points after the last round wins the game.

Features

2-8 Player Multiplayer

Race across hand crafted maps littered with obstacles such as platforms, circle saws and more
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Cast abilities including meteors, wind gusts and mines

Pick up crystals to grant temporary boosts like shields and heals

Customize your Scuttler and impress your friends with your style

Strategically compose your own set of abilities to create the best combos
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Title: Scuttlers
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Open Mid Interactive
Publisher:
Open Mid Interactive
Release Date: 3 Sep, 2018
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